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Goooood Stuuuufff!

So, in order to enjoy my guilty indulgence and make

everyone enjoy theirs, my family and I opened Good Stuff

Eatery, a restaurant that focuses on farm-fresh ingredients

right from the farm to your table.

How do I make this more challenging? Go into business with

my parents, make my sister quit her job to do public

relations, move my three closest friends to D.C., smuggle a

cousin from Canada, and install a restaurant in what used to

be a paper store and a bank.

But Good Stuff isn't just a burger place, it's a lifestyle, and

the menu reflects that. We've thought out every single

thing. We turn our own custard to make our hand-spun

milkshakes; we researched many meat blends and picked

the best; we use a potato for fries that no other restaurant



uses but can be found at your grocery store. None of this is

just to be different, it's simply to be delicious.

What is close to us, as you will see, is our menu and this

cookbook, which reflect our families' and friends'

experiences and favorite memories. What I mean is that

everything on the menu has meaning to us.

The name, Good Stuff Eatery, comes from my grandfather,

Sunny Nakis. Whenever he enjoyed something in life he

always gave a fist pump in the air (like those hockey players

he grew up with) and said "Goooood, Stuuuuufff!"

"Everything has a meaning to us."

What makes this restaurant unique is the constant

striving for perfection for the good stuff. Not a day goes

by that my mother doesn't tell me the fries are salted too

much, or that they are not hot enough. Not a day goes by

that Mike doesn't taste the custard to make sure its

consistency and flavor is spot-on. Not a day goes by that

Nic isn't reworking operations of the restaurant for better

service. Not a day goes by that Brian isn't calling a

supplier because he thinks the product can be better or

that my father isn't running around making sure he's

keeping us all on our toes. What I'm saying is if a family

shows this much love to a hamburger, you're going to

have a great time.

I'm going to bring in a little ego here for a sec: I trained in

France, Vietnam, worked at some of the best places in

the world, with some of the greats—Keller, Huynh,

Nieporent, Maccioni, Boyer. Why a hamburger joint?

Because this style of restaurant embodies my philosophy:

Give people simple, delicious, fresh American comfort

food using local, fresh, farm-grown ingredients. We take



old favorites and make them new, different, and hip,

giving them the "good stuff twist."

You know, "Good Stuff" is more than a descriptive title.

It's a declaration, an inspiration, and a rallying cry.

Because Good Stuff Eatery isn't just another burger joint.

We're on a mission to bring together good food, good

times, good people, and good-ness in a place where good

stuff means more than just better-than-average food. We

believe that good stuff should be a way of life. Eat up!

After three generations making food our life's work and

passion, we offer Americans their favorite foods made

with delicious farm-fresh ingredients, respecting our

environment and sourcing our products from our local

farming community.

These recipes won't take you all day to create. In fact, I

hope you will prepare these delicious meals with family and

friends, making your own very special memories.

So turn on the Beatles, throw on some cheeseburgers, and

top them with some ruby red tomatoes and a lovin' spoonful

of Good Stuff Sauce. Make a batch of Sunny's Fries and

Sriracha Mayo for dipping, spin some Toasted Marshmallow



Milkshakes, and bring out the brownies you made on

Sunday.

Now you just made the Good Stuff!



Introduction

If you just bought this book, consider yourself privileged to

have come upon it, because you have now become part of

the inner circle I call the Good Stuffers. Together, we are the

voice of reason when it comes to the infamous hamburger,

hand-spun shakes, and fries. You are now part of the

movement that loves good food, good times, and good

people.

My family, friends, and I have a mutual love we share with

the rest of the world when it comes to comfort foods. When

we first started conceptualizing Good Stuff Eatery in

Washington, D.C., we all agreed that if we were going to

take on America's favorite comfort foods, we would have no

choice but to take them to the next level. After countless

hours of cooking and tasting burgers, fries, wedge salads,

shakes, and more, we finally had our epiphany: The secret

to good food is a lot of things, but most importantly it is the

people you choose to share it with. So make sure you are in

Good Stuff Company!

The second best secret is your grocery list. Always shop for

the freshest and in-season ingredients. When it comes to



your meat blend, develop a good relationship with your local

butcher. This way, you can specify exactly what you would

like, and he can have it ground freshly for you. If you're

lucky, he might even have a couple tips for you—after all,

he is a butcher! After you get your meat, the next thing you

need to figure out is how you're going to cook it. Most

people fire up the grill in the backyard, and I'm all for that

method; there is nothing better than cooking outside. I also

love the char-grilled flavor that develops when grilling, so

don't forget your charcoal and grilling tools, and maybe a

cute apron if you're into that kind of thing. I know my father

is! At Good Stuff Eatery, we use a flat top grill because we

love the way it sears the hamburger, developing great flavor

and texture. Instead of all the juices dripping and marinating

the charcoal, they marinate the burger. You can achieve this

by pan-searing in a sauté pan or skillet in your kitchen or

buying a plancha to put on your grill. Both techniques are

great. Just make sure you have fun. One thing I do not

recommend is poaching your burger.

In addition to love, blend of meat, and cooking technique,

there are a few more things that distinguish my burgers

from everyday burgers. I do whatever it takes to infuse

maximum flavor into each of the components that make my

hamburgers what they are—I use good sauces and toppings,

cooking techniques, and seasoning. When you use this

book, you will see that I pride myself on flavorful and

balanced sauces, and tasty and textured toppings like our

Colletti Smokehouse—the spicy, sweet, sour BBQ sauce with

fried Vidalia onion rings that give it a great crunch. It wins

them over every time! As far as technique goes, I love

searing my burgers (which tightens up the meat), so make

sure you rest the hamburger before assembling. This way,

the juices redistribute through the burger, leaving you with

a perfectly cooked juicy burger. Working on your



temperature also comes with experience. I personally like

medium rare.

Let's not forget about seasoning. This skill also comes with

experience, but don't be afraid of the S/P. That's what I call

salt and pepper. Use it. It makes a world of difference, and I

promise you by the end of this book, you will be a pro!

The only thing that can make a burger better at this point is

what you serve it with. I'm talking about the side dishes,

fries, and milkshakes. There are a million sides out there, so

I won't get into that right now. At Good Stuff Eatery, we are

as equally proud of our shakes and fries as we are of our

burgers. We make fresh custard every day, and that is what

we make our shakes with. Throw some creative flavorings

and toppings in the mix, and you have the best shakes in

the world.

Okay, so how do you make custard at home? Well, that's

simple... you don't. Ice cream will work great too, but if you

look hard enough at the grocery store, you will probably find

frozen custard. I like it because it's thicker and creamier.

And make sure you have a blender on hand, because you do

not want to be whisking away on a Sunday afternoon.

This leads us to french fries. Now, it would be too easy if I

told you what type of potato I use (and my mother would kill

me), so here is some good direction. Who says you have to

use an Idaho potato to make the best french fry? Who says

you have to leave the peel on or not? My advice is, go to the

store and buy a variety—red, yellow, and even purple

potatoes—and just have fun. I will say, though, that aging

your potatoes is a good trick. (Yes, I said aging your

potatoes!) This means storing your potatoes for up to six

months in a temperature-controlled cool environment. Aging

allows the starches to convert into sugars, giving you a


